The scanning tunneling microscope ͑STM͒ is not only an invaluable tool for surface crystallographic investigations 1 with atomic resolution and local spectroscopy, 2 but has been recently further developed into an operative tool, with which manipulation of single atoms and molecules becomes possible. In lateral manipulation procedures adparticles are pulled or pushed to predetermined locations at the surface leading to exciting possibilities to create man-made nanostructures with interesting physical properties. 3, 4 In vertical manipulation processes adparticles are transferred from the surface to the tip and vice versa. [5] [6] [7] Here we report on the possibility of transferring in a reliable way CO molecules from a Cu͑111͒ surface to the STM tip and back to the surface. This ability adds a new, important feature to the list of STM applications, namely chemical sensitive imaging. In previous studies a number of different atoms and molecules have been transferred between tip and sample with the STM including single xenon, 5 gold 8 and silicon atoms. 9, 10 In other studies adsorbate covered tips were prepared by applying the adsorbate to the tip shaft and allowing it to migrate to the apex, 11, 12 by dipping the tip into the adsorbate before starting to perform imaging 13 or by the spontaneous uncontrolled picking up of residual adsorbates. 14 Here we report on extending the method of controlled vertical manipulation reported previously for Xe atoms 5, 7 to CO molecules on Cu͑111͒. With a tip having a CO molecule at its apex we show how to achieve chemical contrast between otherwise similar appearing adsorbates.
Chemical resolution is of great interest in order to distinguish different chemical species via STM images. As Tersoff and Hamann 15 have shown, the profile of an STM picture is a contour of constant local density of states in the vicinity of the Fermi edge. Small adsorbates are visible in STM images by the perturbation of the local density of states of the substrate they cause. This depends in a nontrivial way on their electronic structure and it requires considerable theoretical work to actually predict STM images of different adsorbates. 16 Comparing measured data to theoretical predictions is therefore only possible for a limited amount of adsorbates/surface combinations.
In the following we present a reliable technique of transferring single CO molecules from a flat Cu͑111͒ surface to the apex of an STM tip and vice versa. A schematic picture of the basic processes involved upon transfer from the substrate to the tip is shown in Fig. 1 . It is well known that CO is adsorbed in on-top sites and stands upright on this surface 17 with the C bonding to the metal atoms. As the CO molecules have a similar adsorption geometry on isolated Cu atoms adsorbed on Cu substrates, 18 the CO molecules have to flip around when being transferred vertically. Obviously, the extended number of degrees of freedom associated even with a diatomic molecule makes the situation more complicated than in the case of Xe. 5, 7 Our experiments were performed using a self-built STM operating at 15 K. 19 Electrochemically etched tungsten wires were used as tips. Due to occasional contact between tip and surface, we expect to have copper atoms at the tip apex. The Cu͑111͒ surface was cleaned by sputtering and annealing. Ultralow coverages were prepared by dosing through a very fine hole to the sample located in the STM at 15 K. Increasing the bias voltage during imaging above a threshold of Ӎϩ3 V tip induced lateral dislocations of the adsorbed single CO molecules could be observed. Additionally, sometimes sudden tip changes occurred, which we explain by single CO molecules being transferred to the tip. As these are rare events happening in an uncontrolled way we have developed the following procedure to achieve a reliable vertical transfer of CO molecules. We start by positioning the tip on top of a CO molecule using a sample bias of ϩ2 V with a typical current of 1 nA. We then turn off the feedback loop that is used to maintain a constant tunneling current, and increase the sample voltage to ϩ3 V. Subsequently the voltage is slowly decreased to 0 V, while simultaneously decreasing the gap distance by 0.1 nm to compensate the decrease in the current. During this process the current stays a͒ Electronic mail: gmeyer@physik.fu-berlin. de   FIG. 1 . Idealized sketch of the picking up and putting down procedures of CO molecules on Cu͑111͒. Notice that the CO stands upright on the surface and has to switch its orientation when being transferred to the tip. below 10 nA. In our case the whole process takes a few seconds and has a yield of more than 50%. Transfer from the tip to the sample is performed by positioning the tip at Ϫ2.5 V bias at the desired location and then ramping the voltage from Ϫ4.5 V to Ϫ0.5 V while again decreasing the gap distance. This process again takes a few seconds and the yield is slightly smaller than for picking up. Both procedures can be repeated several times without breaking the tip or changing the substrate thus enabling the transfer of more than one molecule to different destinations.
In Fig. 2 we show an STM image with three single CO molecules adsorbed on Cu͑111͒. Apart from the CO molecules which appear as depressions ͑dark spots͒ in the image the well known surface standing wave patterns, as described in Refs. 3 and 6, can also be observed. In the center of the image a lower terrace can be seen, which divides the upper Cu͑111͒ terrace. The sequence of pictures in Fig. 2 clearly demonstrates the transfer by vertical manipulation of two CO molecules ͑labeled B and C͒ from the right part of the upper terrace to its left part. During vertical transfer the CO molecules did not dissociate, and the picking up and putting down of the molecules did not disturb neighboring CO molecules or change the initial tip structure. It is important to note that while reliable lateral manipulation of CO molecules can be easily accomplished on flat Cu͑111͒ terraces we have not been able to laterally move CO molecules across step edges. Hence the demonstrated manipulation was only possible by vertical manipulation.
CO molecules on Cu͑111͒ always appear as depressions independent of the polarity when imaged with a clean STM tip ͑inserts in Fig. 3͒ . At positive sample bias they are surrounded by a protruding halo. However, imaged with a tip having a CO molecule at its apex, they appear independently of the bias as protrusions ͑Fig. 3͒. Depending on the polarity they may have a protruding halo around them or not. The shape at positive sample bias is similar to the sombrero shape found for CO on Pt͑111͒. 20 This inversion in shape allows us to perform chemical sensitive imaging. In the top panel of Fig. 4͑a͒ part of the surface can be seen, which was exposed to Ӎ1L of O 2 at FIG. 2. STM images of a Cu͑111͒ terrace intersected by a lower terrace taken at 40 mV bias and 1 nA current. Three adsorbed CO molecules ͑la-beled A,B,C͒ as well as surface state standing wave patterns can be seen. The CO molecule A serves as a marker. The CO molecule B was first picked up from the right part of the upper terrace, transported to the left part and put down there. The entire process was then repeated with molecule C.
FIG. 3. STM images
showing CO molecules adsorbed on Cu͑111͒. These pictures were taken with a tip having a CO molecule at its apex ͑tunnelling current 1 nA͒. While CO appears as an indentation when imaged with a metal tip, it appears independently of the polarity as a protrusion in this case. The inserts show CO molecules imaged with a clean metal tip. ambient temperature and subsequently cooled down to 15 K. This procedure leaves a very low level of oxygen of less than 1% 0 of a monolayer on the Cu͑111͒ surface. The oxygen atoms were found to appear as dark spots in the STM images. Subsequently the sample was exposed to low levels of CO at 15 K and again imaging was performed. The number of depressions in the STM images had increased by a factor of 6 and it was hardly possible to distinguish the spots originating from oxygen from those due to CO. Picking up the dark spot indicated with the white arrow in Fig. 4 yielded a contrast reversal for most of the other dark spots while some of them ͑black arrow͒ stayed the same ͑lower panel of Fig. 4͒ and could not be picked up. Hence we conclude that such spots originate from oxygen, while all the others are CO molecules. Thus, by transferring a CO molecule to the tip we could distinguish between different adsorbates, which are otherwise very hard to keep apart. Extending this method to a larger variety of adsorbates could constitute a valuable tool to distinguish a whole variety of different adspecies. Figure 5 shows a tip height curve taken at 1.5 V bias during picking up a CO molecule initially located at the center of the abscissa. Starting on the left side the tip moves over the halo of the CO molecule down into its center indentation, which appears to be 10-15 pm deep at 1.5 V depending on the tip sharpness. As the molecule's center is reached, the voltage and tip height is ramped and the CO molecule moves over to the tip. This causes the tip to move closer to the surface or put in another way the tip appears to be Ӎ0.4 Å shorter than before picking up the CO. As this value corresponds well to the depth of the indentation representing a CO molecule upon imaging with a clean tip at a very low bias of a few mV, the CO molecule sitting at the tip apex obviously maintains its indenting effect. The right part of the linescan represents the tip's movement over the flat Cu͑111͒ substrate.
In summary, we have demonstrated controlled vertical transfer of CO molecules between a Cu͑111͒ sample and an STM tip leading to chemical contrast in the images of CO molecules and oxygen atoms.
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